Connections & discoveries

What can you learn with Yammer?

Yammer connects people and information to enable better decisions, faster. Find the insights you need—and the ones you didn’t know you needed— wherever they are in your organization.

- @mention coworkers and share conversations across groups to loop in collaborators.
- #Discover other groups that match your interests, and search past conversations and #topics.
- Work out loud so others can engage with and contribute to your work.
- Yammer makes it easy to share documents and start conversations around them.
- Like posts to let coworkers know you’re listening.
- Announce exciting news to amplify your work across the organization.
- 2 weeks saved: Leveraging the work of others.
- 6 hours saved: Useful information from suggested connection.
- 3 days saved: Better insights and helpful tips.
- 3 hours saved: Real-time coauthoring.
- 2 hours saved: Conversations in one place.
- Your conversations are open across your organization, so anyone can join in and add insight.

Visit aka.ms/connectyourorg to start connecting and discovering with Yammer.